Registered SYSTIMAX Network Infrastructure System*

PRODUCTS

• The Products that comprise the SYSTIMAX System will meet or exceed the applicable component specifications of the ANSI/TIA-568, ISO/IEC 11801, CENELEC EN 50173 standards in effect on the Certification Date.

PERMANENT LINKS AND CHANNELS**

• The SYSTIMAX System Permanent Links and Channels will meet or exceed the applicable Permanent Link and Channel requirements of the ANSI/TIA-568, ISO/IEC 11801 and CENELEC EN 50173 standards in effect on the Certification Date.

• The SYSTIMAX System Channels will meet or exceed the applicable Channel performance set forth in the SYSTIMAX Performance Specifications*** in effect on the Certification Date.

APPLICATIONS ASSURANCE

• The SYSTIMAX System will support the operation of applications compliant with the applicable ANSI/TIA-568, ISO/IEC 11801 and CENELEC EN 50173 standards in effect on the Certification Date, as well as additional applications as follows:

  – Applications introduced in the future that use the relevant ANSI/TIA-568, ISO/IEC 11801 and CENELEC EN 50173 standards in effect on the Certification Date to the extent such Applications are defined to operate over the installed Channel topologies; AND

  – Those Applications as specified in the SYSTIMAX Performance Specifications.

* All defined terms in the CommScope Network Infrastructure System 25 Year Extended Product and Application Warranty shall have the same meaning herein.

**Permanent Links and Channels are defined in the applicable ANSI/TIA-568, ISO/IEC 11801, CENELEC EN 50173 standard.

***The SYSTIMAX Performance Specifications are available upon request.
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